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Programable SD card digital LED stripes 2048 LED diodes 

 

 

User´s manual 

 

Supported chips for this controller:   6803, WS2811, WS2812B, 1809, 1909 

 

DMX512 communication chip (Press MODE button for 3 seconds) 

Supported software is LED Build software. 

SD card slot for control files - type *.led (we recommend to do a formatting SD card in case of rewrite 

new files (new projects) to the card). 

 

 

Overview 

1. Control can be equipped with SD card. 

2. When the boot press ON/OFF button will display SD00 or SD001, then press UP can convert 

SD00 and SD01. SD00 representatives call internal pattern, SD01 representatives calling SD of 

tricks. Controller can be sent to DMX512 and TTL signals. For DMX512 active press MODE 

button for 3 seconds. 

3. Using standard DMX512 choose built-in-patterns and speed. 

4. Can be more than one the synchronization signal recommend no more than 50 meters, 

measured 100 meters. 

5. The maximum drive is 2048 pixels. The maximum refresh rate of 30 frame rate (<512 pixels). 

6. The maximum distance between the controller and lighting TTL is <15 m, 485 signal <30 m 

TTL simultaneously and then 10 or so pieces. 
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Technical specifications 

 

Input voltage:         DC 5-24 V 

Power consumption:        < 3 W 

Control LED pixels:        2084 

Working temperature:       -20 °C --75 °C 

Dimensions:         122 x 73 x 24 mm (L x W x H) 

Weight:         40 g 

 

 

Supported IC 

 

TM:   1809, 1812, 1914, 1829 

UCS:   2903, 2909, 2912, 1903, 1909, 1912 

WS:   2801, 21811, 2812, 2812B 

INK:   1003 

LPD:   6803, 8806, 1109 

D705:   D705 

SM:   16716, 16726, 16703 

DMX512:  DMX512, WS2821A 

 

 

Set up to select the SD card or internal pattern 

 

 
 

1. The factory did the special requirements of customers, the default is set to run SD 

program, if there is no SD, time will still needs 20 sec after the call inside the pattern. 

2. Setting method - first before pressing the power button ON/OFF will be displayed after 

power- SD01 (Figure 1), then release the first key, press the third button UP to select 

SD01 or SD00 (Figure 2). SD is shipped within tricks SD. SD00 is running inside the 

pattern. 

3. The pattern can be set when the internal high-speed mode or low-speed mode: 
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Before powering Press MODE/SPEED button will be displayed after power HIGH (Figure 1) and then 

release the mode/speed, press UP keys to select (Figure 2). 

High or behalf of high-speed, LO representative low speed (TM1804, WS2811, USC1903 etc.). 

 

Set the pattern and speed 

 

 

Figure 1 

 

1. Under the SC card status you can select the pattern and speed through the key, where 

ON/OFF key is invalid. No card and other operations as detailed below.  

2. Press Mode/Speed key to cycle through S001 and P001, S is beginning representative rate, P 

is beginning representative pattern (Figure 1), this time through the UP and DOWN to 

increase or decrease.  

3. Press the second button MODE/SPEED to display A000, representative DMX512 adress. 

Attention – DMX adress decode and use only standard DMX512 console control only useful 

built-in patterns. Increases and decreases with the UP and DOWN keys. 

 

LED stripe connection 

 

 

 

 


